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About CosmoLex
The CosmoLex Vision
In 2012, our founding visionary, Rick Kabra, Ph.D., realized. — after several years of developing specialized legal software — that the time had come to bring the benefits of “The
Cloud” to law offices. Rick saw how Cloud computing can especially help small-to-midsize
firms keep their legal technology simple and cost-efficient.
Rick and CosmoLex CTO, Pankaj Gupta, began to build a cloud-based law practice system
as no one had ever seen before. They created CosmoLex with a singular vision — to handle ALL law firm operational needs with a single log-in available in a cloud application.
And with a simple goal in mind — to “help lawyers spend less time managing their practice and more time practicing law.”
The Future of CosmoLex with Software Technology, LLC
Today, CosmoLex has grown in ways we could only imagine. The original vision of a “Total
Law Practice Solution” is now a reality. Each day, CosmoLex streamlines and simplifies the
daily work life of thousands of law firms across North America. And that’s important to us
because our business is all about service – making it as easy as possible for our users to
handle the complex operations of running a law firm…technology is just the tool.
CosmoLex is now part of Software Technology, LLC, the makers of Tabs3 Software and
the leaders in legal practice management software for solo and mid-sized law firms. The
Software Technology, LLC line of solutions is used by over 100,000 legal professionals
across the US and Canada. As part of the Tabs3 legal software family, CosmoLex is poised
to continue its evolution as a “total law practice solution”, one that gives law firms the
control, security, and advanced features that have always been the keys to its success.
As the practice of law continues to change, as the pace continues to accelerate, and the
demands increase, CosmoLex will continue to grow and meet those needs. We invite you
to join us on this journey!

Meet Our Leadership
At CosmoLex, leadership is all about following. Following our mission to provide better
tools to simplify the tangled web of operational details that plague small law firms. And
following our core values to maintain the highest level of professionalism with customers, partners, and with ourselves. These values emphasize competence, courtesy, commitment, and clear communication.
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Our Happy Customers

“

We were using two separate programs for practice management and accounting, which was
cumbersome. No more double entry!

“

- April DeLuca, Magic City Law, LLC, Alabama, May 2018

I started my own firm and wanted one system
for billing and accounting and did not want to
use QuickBooks. CosmoLex was one of the few
products for a solo attorney that does that.
- Kim Boyer, Boyer Law Group, Nevada, May 2018

“

“

I needed practice management software for billing and for tracking expenses. CosmoLex works
great. It is extremely powerful software but user-friendly at the same time.
- Stacey Stranathan, Stranathan Law, Kansas, April 2018

Using a third party platform for accounting
didn’t make sense any more…I like the ability to
handle my accounting within the case management software.
- Andy Patzig, Patzig Law, Virginia, May 2018
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